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Appearance Capturing and Animation Techniques for Realistic, True-Identity Gaming Avatars
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Abstract—Making use of a class of 2D statistical face models known as active appearance models (AAMs), we investigate a technique for generating real-time animated avatars suitable for video gaming. We consider here a number of improvements of these models in order to make them more robust to varying environmental conditions, as well as to reduce the computational load such that to become adapted for real-time implementations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The player’s representation in a game, known as avatar, is most of the time fixed throughout the game. This representation is typically an artificial one, a certain character being picked from a template data set, with or without the possibility to further accessorize/personalize it.

We address in this paper the possibility to generate avatars that are realistic replicas of user’s facial appearance, preserving thus his/her true identity.

In our approach we combine several computer vision/image processing techniques in order to obtain accurate results based on versatile animated models. An image-based system is used to generate offline a statistical model of facial appearance. A set of parameters to animate the facial model are extracted from annotated image sequences of real faces. The true identity is obtained by extracting the facial appearance, based on an advanced segmentation technique.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section II we do an overview of the facial appearance modeling system. In section III we describe our combined approach for capturing the facial appearance and for performing real-time animation. A series of tests are presented in section IV in order to evaluate the overall performance of the proposed approach. Finally, section V summarizes the conclusions of this work.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE IMAGE-BASED APPEARANCE MODELING SYSTEM

A particular useful characteristic of these statistical models is that they separate between the photometric and geometric aspects of the modeled object. For face modeling, the pixel values across the facial region are extracted subsequent to a geometrical projection that normalizes the face from the point of view of geometry; the extracted photometric information is also known as texture. The geometry, also known as shape, is represented as a vector of coordinates of a set of landmark points which sparsely define the basic facial features.

A. Model Training

The face model is statistically built using annotated sets of image sequences as shown in Fig. 1.

We employ here an improved model, which uses full color information, and which we demonstrated to increase the model fitting accuracy [3]. By means of an appropriate conversion to I1I2I3 color space [9], we are able to apply a more efficient photometric normalization, by considering the data on each color channel individually:

\[ t_{i,j,k} = (t_{1_{1i}}, t_{1_{2i}}, ..., t_{1_{ki}}; t_{2_{1i}}, t_{2_{2i}}, ..., t_{2_{ki}}; t_{3_{1i}}, t_{3_{2i}}, ..., t_{3_{ki}}). \]

AAMs model both texture and geometry by means of principal component analysis (PCA). Due to the fact that PCA cannot differentiate between the various sources of facial variability, e.g. identity, illumination, expression etc., we already focused in our previous research on separating the sources of variability inside the texture space [6]. We proposed there a method for splitting the texture space of an AAM into two orthogonal texture subspaces accounting respectively for identity and illumination variation. The directional lighting model is as well incorporated to increase the robustness to lighting variations, as well as to allow for casting arbitrary shading and shadowing.

We further developed in the current work a method for identifying and separating the intrinsic identity-related shape parameters from 3D pose and expression parameters.

B. Model Fitting

The statistical model is linear both in shape and texture or appearance. However, fitting the model to a new image example represents a non-linear optimization problem. The fitting algorithm is based on minimizing the error between the query image and the model-synthesized image. It makes use of an estimate for the Jacobian of the error both with respect to the intrinsic model parameters and the so-called pose parameters – which position the model inside the image: the Jacobian matrix is estimated offline from a number of training images.
III. APPEARANCE CAPTURING AND ANIMATION

A. Capturing Appearance

Using a basic webcam, a frontal image of the player is initially captured. The face region is then roughly estimated by employing the common Viola-Jones real-time face detector [7]; our implementation is based on the OpenCV library developed by Intel [8].

The exact head region is further extracted from the background by means of an advanced iterative image segmentation method, which is also optimized to reduce the computational load. Once the head region is extracted, the player’s appearance is used to generate the video-realistic avatar.

B. Template Animation

We are now able to animate the captured facial appearance by altering the appropriate shape parameters, while keeping the texture fixed. By altering these parameters one can generate different facial expressions, as well as 3D head movements within a certain range.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The I1I2I3 color space enables the application of more suitable color texture normalization and, as a consequence, the convergence accuracy of the model is significantly improved. Table I shows a comparison between fitting the common RGB-GN model and our improved normalization model I1I2I3-SChN. The comparison is realized in terms of shape boundary errors (Pt-Crv) and texture errors (PTE). The tests have been realized on two different databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Success Rate [%] (Mean/Std)</th>
<th>Pt-Crv (Mean/Std)</th>
<th>PTE (Mean/Std)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(PIE) Grayscale*</td>
<td>92.17 5.10 / 1.66</td>
<td>4.28 / 1.03 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PIE) RGB-GN</td>
<td>98.26 4.98 / 1.44</td>
<td>7.49 / 1.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PIE) I1I2I3-SChN</td>
<td>99.13 3.60 / 1.32</td>
<td>5.10 / 1.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IMM)Grayscale*</td>
<td>63.89 4.85 / 2.12</td>
<td>4.90 / 3.44 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IMM)RGB-GN</td>
<td>65.28 4.55 / 2.03</td>
<td>9.68 / 2.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IMM)I1I2I3-SChN</td>
<td>86.81 3.53 / 1.49</td>
<td>6.04 / 2.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This implementation uses a grayscale model that is applied on the grayscale variant of the image data set.

From our tests we also found that the AAM-like model, enhanced with a dedicated texture subspace for directional lighting, yields a more accurate convergence on general images. This means that the initial requirement of training/fitting the model on images acquired in a controlled environment can now be extended to a broader range of common face images with no strict constraints.

As the texture space is represented as two orthogonal texture subspaces of ID variations and lighting variation, respectively, allows for the manipulation of the two types of variations independently.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we summarized initial work towards real-time generation and animation of realistic avatars for video gaming, capable of capturing the true identity of the player.

Our approach is based on a combination of several efficient and accurate techniques, such as face detection, advanced foreground extraction, and statistical modeling of appearance.

Several improvements in the use of a particular class of 2D affine models are shown to increase the robustness of the appearance modeling system.
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Abstract — Many researches were conducted in the affective computing field, since the precursor work of Picard in the 90’s. Affective computing devices are slowly appearing with some particular digital entertainment products. We present in this paper a prototype, resulting from the association of a physiological sensing device (EKG, GSR and temperature) with an original virtual reality game.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many researches were conducted in the affective computing field, since the precursor work of Picard in the 90’s [1]. The physiological aspects of the emotion were studied, in order to determine which variables are interesting to be monitored. New hardware were built or improved: devices became smaller, more accurate and even wireless [2]. The sensing parts of these devices were also affected. They became more discrete, lighter, going as far as being fully integrated in the clothing [3,4]. Signal processing also contribute to this enhancement. New filters were applied, resulting in a better material to study. Analysis techniques and recognition mechanism are now able (under certain condition) to recognize a basic set of emotion from a human user and all of this led to numerous fields of application, from the health care [5] to the entertainment computing.

We present in this paper a prototype, resulting from the association of a physiological sensing device with an original virtual reality game. This article is structured as follow: the monitoring device is presented and the design of the game (or interactive experience) is described, also including implementation aspects. We finally conclude on this experience, also considering our future work.

II. AFFECTIVE COMPUTING AND VIDEO GAMES

Bridging physiological sensors and video game is not a novel work. One of the most famous (and older?) one is the “Relax to win” game [6]. It was developed for medical purposes, only using a GSR sensor. The aim of the game is to win a race between two dragons: the more the player relaxes, the faster the dragon runs. Many examples can also be found in very different contexts, like pervasive gaming or tangible interfaces [7].

Using the physiological information to disturb the game, adapt its contents and even manipulate the player is quite interesting, in a game validation process. For example, this previous work could evolve in a validation tool, in order to test and verify that a particular gameplay interests and/or affects the player at a level it is supposed (expected) to do. It would be very useful for a game development team to be able to test some particular aspect of the gameplay, from the early stages.

III. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The physiological monitoring apparatus was built by us [8]. Inspired from different schematics available on the web, we designed a hardware which is able to monitor the heart signal (EKG), the galvanic skin response (GSR) and the temperature (TEMP). It is declined into two versions, both wireless: one is embeddable and the other not. In this experiment, we use the second one. Both are built around an Arduino card [9], which provide a microcontroller and thus, the intelligence of the apparatus. A global view of the hardware and software architecture.

Wireless communication is based on the ZigBee protocol. We use homemade ZigBee-USB dongle, which embed a XBee module from Digi [10]. Whereas the wireless communication
is not necessary in the standalone version, it still allows the system to be isolated from the main power line and thus, to be electrically safe for the user (the sensors are battery powered). The temperature sensor is placed on one user’s wrist, maintained with a wristband. The two electrodes of the EKG are also located on each wrist, while the ground one is placed on the ankle. Finally, the two electrodes of the GSR sensor are placed on two user’s fingers, on the same hand.

All the data are transmitted wirelessly and integrated into the game engine (Ureal Engine 3 [11]), through a socket communication. This game engine is dedicated to create mods of the original FPS game “Unreal Tournament”. AZ66 is a FPS like game, real time 3D virtual world. The interactions remains typical (through the keyboard and the mouse) and only the monitoring hardware differs from a usual playing environment.

IV. INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE OR VIDEO GAME?

“In a close future, the player embodies a citizen, registered as AZ66. He lives in a quiet society, without any pain or violence. Responsible for the daily cleaning of his bosses’ offices, he is a discrete and well disciplined employee, who never makes any trouble. One day, he is called for a medical check-up. Without any explanation, he’s told to wear physiological sensors and asked to pass three tests…”

The story brings the player to the building in which the three tests will occur. Along these three tests, the player will be exposed to stressful challenges (like to disarm a bomb in a short and limited time). His/her physiological states, monitored through the specific hardware, will be taken into account. For example, an increasing stress level will penalize the player whereas a good self control will give him/her some extra time or bonuses.

The originality of this work resides in the fact that the player thinks that he/she has the control on the game, whereas not (always). Indeed, depending on the test, the player can change or not the result by his/her actions. The game makes him/her believe that he/she can succeed, with fake feedbacks for example. The ratio of the player control is variable, from none to full.

At the end of the game, the player is given a physiological report, showing how his/her body reacted during the game, linking the events to the different challenges.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented AZ66, an interactive application influenced by the physiological states of the player. Beyond the rich interaction provided by the dynamic adaptation of the virtual environment in this game, we expect to design a game validation tool. It will allow the game development team to compare the effective effects of a specific gameplay (or a narrative aspect) with the expected ones.
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